
First Place, for contests one and three
Helpful Bear Productions Creature Design Contest

Creature Design - Second Place
The Hobbit: Treasures of Middle Earth Design Contest

Various Fine Art Instruction
Seattle Gage Academy of Art

BFA in Digital Art & Illustration
Digipen Institute of Art & Technology (Sept 2010-2014)

Education / Awards

3DTotal Publishing “Mythical Beasts: An Artist's Field Guide to 
Designing Fantasy Creatures”
3DTotal Publishing “Sketching from the Imagination: Fantasy”
Fantasy Artist Magazine Issue #39, ImagineFX March 2014, 
3DArtist Magazine Issue #81, 

Print
SomethingWeLike.com, i09.com, ImagineFX, 3D Total

Online

Publications

Environment/Character concept art, modeling, texturing for a 
3D sidescrolling fantasy fighting game

8th Shore Studio
Creature/Character Illustration for campaign books and pawns

Paizo Publishing

Environment art, Concept art & Creature design on 
Golem Arcana, Shadowrun Returns, Shadowrun: Dragonfall

Harebrained Schemes
Concept art & Illustration for a survival horror game

Crow’s Eye Games
Illustrations for Dungeons & Dragons 5E

Wizards of the Coast
Concept art & creature design for the short sci-fi film “Dust”

Ember Lab

Lead 3D Creature Artist, responsible for designing and 
creating 3D enemy, creature and mount assets, as well as 
working across team diciplines to maintain and create
quality content (3+ years, Lead for 1 year)

ArenaNet

Clients

A conceptual artist and modeler with 
experience working in teams to meet unique 
creative challenges. Aims to create creatures, 
characters and worlds convincing and 
immersive. Enjoys working in both 2D and 3D immersive. Enjoys working in both 2D and 3D 
to visualize new ideas and detailed concepts 
that stand out from the norm. Enjoys creative 
design challenges. 

Adobe Photoshop, Zbrush, Autodesk 
3DSMax, Autodesk Maya, Keyshot, Topogun, 
Substance Painter, Quixel Suite

---Advanced understanding of human and 
animal anatomy.

---Artistic skills range from digital to 
traditional media, 2D and 3D.

---Able to create quick sketch concepts for ---Able to create quick sketch concepts for 
immediate review.

---Consistently reliable on deadlines.

--- Able to research and source existing 
imagery for compositing ideas quickly.

--- Ability to create detailed and believable 
visuals based on real world settings.

--- Passionate for the craft, actively seeks --- Passionate for the craft, actively seeks 
critique and opportunities to iterate

--- Approaches illustration and design from 
the perspective of storytelling and 
functionality

Skills

206 . 914 . 8086
kdpfeilschieer@gmail.com

www.katepfeilschieerart.com
Concept Art & Illustration

Kate Pfeilschiefter


